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Director’s Annual Report 2012/ I3 sensation called the Harlem Shake. In March
faculty joined the RAQS Media Collective for two
The year began with the completion of our evenings of readings and discussion in the center
summer project to turn the slide library into a of the library. The Library once again provided a
Material Resource Center. This new facility was a beautiful setting for the Honorary Degree dinner
great success during the year, not only as it before commencement, a wonderful event with
provided an expanded materials collection for Frazier Award winners also in attendance.
curricular support, but as a function space. The The new Graham Visual + Material
library's outreach efforts have resulted in an Resource Center was also the site for a number of
increased number of classes, and the library receptions and events throughout the year.
hosted wonderful special events throughout the Starting with a bang even before classes began, the
year. Staffing was a challenge, especially in the space was used for a new faculty reception and
Spring, but the staff rose to the occasion and move-in day lunch for freshmen parents. A
supported each other's efforts. number of orientation activities as well as
corporate events and trustee meetings were held
Exhibits and Events throughout the year. The space was still exible
jan Baker's BOOKMARK exhibit was enough to move furniture aside and accommodate
extended through the summer. Then Douglass as many as I00 for sit down dinners and other
Scott, adjunct faculty in Graphic Design, designed kinds of presentations. Of particular note was the
and installed a wonderful chronological exhibit of Trustee and Faculty conference with LifeSpan
the work of alumnus Dickjones (GD’5l) “One of about medical research opportunities in Rhode
RlSD’s Mad Men.” The material came from the Island.
extensive collection that had been donated by his In early June the library hosted a
widow Christine jones (IA '52) who was feted at a symposium: Materials Education and Research in Art
special reception during RISD by Design weekend. & Design: A New Role for Libraries. Funded with a
The winter exhibition featured some of $50,000 grant from the Institute of Museum and
the extraordinary publications that had come to Library Services, this event attracted nearly I00
the library from the Nina Abrams Bequest, attendees, including faculty, designers, and
including print portfolios such as Bouquets de Réves librarians. Mark Pompelia and Carol Terry were
pour Neila by joan Miro; Sept Calligrammes, by the key organizers of the symposium, which kicked
Guillaume Apollinaire, with prints by Ossip off with keynote presentations on the rst oor of
Zadkine; and Vers Ie blanc inni by jean Arp. the library followed by a reception in the Material
The spring exhibit, The Crafted Resource Center. Following a day long packed
Appearance: I8"‘ and I 9"‘ Century Men's Fashion, program in the Metcalf Auditorium in the Chace
was a companion to the RISD Museum exhibit Center, librarians met back in the materials space
Artist, Rebel, Dandy: Men of Fashion, and highlighted to discuss issues and next steps as a result of the
plates and books from our Special Collections. symposium. It put RlSD’s new Material Resource
In addition to the usual orientation tours, Center on the map.
a number of architects came to see the library,
including project architect Monica Ponce de Leon. Reaching the Students
Others came from the Membership Library Librarians were busy this year with
Group, the Visual Resources Association. the classes, teaching 73 sessions (I I43 students) by
Worcester Art Museum, and the School of the the end of the year. In addition, there were a
Art Institute of Chicago. record I05 classes in Special Collections, Artists
The Library hosted several special events Books and Archives with I640 students. LibGuide
during the year including the Fall Fundraiser for software for producing research guides continues
the Rhode Island Council for Humanities, and a to be very helpful; 20 new guides were created
reception sponsored by the RI library community and the site was edited to make it more user-
to celebrate Senatorjack Reed. In January, Martin friendly for students. Individual guides were
Luther King jr. week was kicked off with a “Spirit accessed 47,000 times.
of a King" Gospel Concert in the library, and in RISD's Career Center continued to hold
February the Black Heritage Society of RI evening drop-in sessions in two conference rooms
sponsored Gordon Fox, Speaker of the House (of in the library throughout wintersession and spring
RI) lecturing on MoTown. Staff were surprised on and found this to be very successful.
a Sunday afternoon later that month when 200 Students from both RISD and Brown
students showed up to participate in the YouTube used the library as a set for film projects; the
2
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Brown project by senior Michael Rose required l63.000 searches through this interface. Other
numerous weekend hours, and resulted in the lm new software included Gimlet and LibCal,
jeremiah Robs a Bank. described in the Readers’ Services Librarian's
Diana Wagner, RISD graduate student report.
and assistant with the materials collection was There was an increase in the number of
awarded one of the rst Academic Commons books purchased this year, although less money
Project grants with her proposal to install an was spent. It will be interesting to see whether the
exhibit in the 2"" oor cases as well as the Material average cost of a book this year was a one year
Resource Center of new materials/material blip. $35 rather than $45 average for the previous
projects by students. This informative and four years. Important acquisitions are noted in the
delightful exhibit opened in May and stayed on report of the Special Collections Librarian.
through the materials symposium. Prizes were The library again received more than
awarded for the best work. 5000 items in gifts this year, and selected nearly
The decline in initial book checkouts I000 for addition to the collection. Donors of
slowed to just 5% less this year than last; however note include Rutgers Barclay, Tim Finn, Leonard
it is sobering to note that the number is 24% less Newcomb and Ann Ott. Review of prior years’
than ve years ago. Circulation of DVDs has large gifts continues and the book truck lled with
continued to decline as well, and reserves sale books in the library is a popular destination.
checkouts are 50% less than 2008/09, due no The library also held its annual book sale during
doubt to faculty posting materials on course RISD by Design weekend.
software such as Digication. On the positive side,
the gate count is up signicantly, room Facilities
reservations increased, and retrievals of artists’ The renovation to the slide collection
books and special collections are 85% higher than was complete by the end of summer 20l 2, and the
last year’s numbers. expanded and newly renamed Graham Visual +
On the digital side, database searches Material Resource Center was ready for fall.
were up 27.6% 420,000. Retrievals of full text Tables and chairs were relocated from the Balcony
articles also increased l2% to more than 56,000 Conference Room and two additional folding
with the majority coming from jSTOR. We tables, room screens and additional chairs were
continue to communicate that the RISD Library is purchased. An Apple TV and mini-Mac were
both a physical and a virtual place. installed on the east wall, and the north facing
window in the librarian’s ofce given up for a pin-
Additions to Collections up wall. The sparseness of materials storage
We added an important digital resource furniture made it a welcome space for large events
this year in support of RISD's growing interest in throughout the year.
the sciences: Nature: the International journal of The Balcony conference room was the
Science. “Nature is the world’s foremost recipient of a beautiful old oak conference table
international weekly scientic journal and is the and six chairs that had been part of Landscape
agship journal for Nature Publishing Group Architecture’s furniture for some time, leading to
(NPG)," publishing peer-reviewed research in all the supposition that they may have come from the
elds of science and technology. EBSCO‘s Lowthorpe School. Prior to their relocation, the
absorption of H. W. Wilson databases has furniture was renished by David Richardson in
resulted in a new product Art Source, which has Fall River. Six additional Knoll Sprite chairs were
taken the place of their Art & Architecture Complete relocated from the staff conference room in order
as well as Art FuIIText and Art Retrospective, plus not to lose seating capacity in the room.
some new additional content. The digital projector was upgraded in
Other investments were made in classroom I I0, and the self-checkout was repaired
"productivity" software licenses, rather than in with the replacement of its computer.
content. A signicant investment was made in In june 20 I 3, the worn MDF of the study
EBSCO's Discovery software in order to make the carrels in the seating pavilion were repaired with
content that we do have more ndable by our excellent results. A piece of marble near the east
students. Librarians began working with this exit was replaced with a better match.
product in january, linking most of the databases
and the library catalog so that students and others
can search using a single search box. Although a
testing and implementation year, we recorded
3
Staffing conference, missing for the rst time since she
Ellen Petraits was on sabbatical leave for began attending in I977. She attended the
the year; her summary sabbatical report follows. American Library Association conference in
james Austin was hired as a part-time reference Chicago at the end ofjune, giving a presentation
librarian, specically to cover Ellen’s evening and with Monica Ponce de Leon on the library, a post-
Sunday hours. The Director was out for much of occupancy evaluation seven years out. She
spring semester on medical leave, and Ellie continues on the AICAD Library Directors
Nacheman was out for nine weeks on family steering committee, and as treasurer of the
matters, so the library was thinly staffed through Consortium of Rhode Island Academic and
the spring. Marc Calhoun stepped in to cover Research Libraries; her term was extended on the
some of the classes and reference desk. Library Board of Rhode Island, as well as the
Buildings & Grounds Committee of the Providence
Professional Development Athenaeum. She exhibited a photograph in the
Librarians participated in conferences of RISD Staff show.
the American Library Association, the Art
Libraries Society of North America in Pasadena, Conclusion
the Innovative Users Group meeting in San Like most academic libraries, RISD is
Francisco, College Art Association conference in noting the decline in use of printed books, but the
New York, and the Visual Resources Association decline is still modest compared to large general
conference in Providence; the Associate Archivist institutions. The haptic experience of browsing
attended the Society of American Archivists in Los and handling books remains a signicant part of
Angeles, and the Archivist attended a museum what we offer here. The increase in the numbers
symposium at the Peabody Essex Museum in for classes in Special Collections highlights the
Salem, MA. Claudia Covert was invited to speak importance of what is unique about our specic
on dazzle camouage at the Envisioning Design place. We are continually re-inventing what it
Conference at the University of Northern Iowa in means to serve as the Library in this environment.
April. Andy Martinez’s paper: There Are No Art turning cabinets of 35mm slides into shelves and
Stars: Student Work in Context in the RISD Archives bins of materials to enhance that hands-on
from the Artists’ Records in the Archives experience. Architectural models have entered the
symposium in New York City was published Picture Collection. Events take place around us,
online. Mark Pompelia presented a paper and was mostly but not always after we’ve closed. We
the local arrangements chair for the Visual share our space as we can and encourage the
Resources Association conference in Providence. RISD community to nd it inviting and engaging.
The librarians and the archivist participated in the Our digital offerings continue to grow, as does the
second College Hill Librarians gathering held at need for library instruction to make sure that the
RISD in October. Librarians and staff members students are learning to use these resources not
also attended meetings, workshops and just for a specic assignment, but as a way to more
conferences at RISD, Bryant, Brown, Holy Cross, thoughtfully interact with the digital realm of
and Dartmouth. Details of staff activities appear in information. These same challenges will continue
the reports that follow. to confront us this year, as we work to support
Library Director Carol Terry served on RlSD’s Strategic Plan and to nd new ways to
campus committees, including the Provost’s engage with our community.
Council and the Shared Making Task Force; she
continues to chair the Library Committee and Carol S. Terry
serve as liaison to Architecture, Landscape Director of Library Services
Architecture and the Apparel Design departments. August 20 I 3
She was a member of the search committees for
the Chief Information Ofce and for two
architecture faculty positions and served as a critic
for an Architecture class designing a library for
Baton Rouge. She serves as the Rhode Island
representative for the Academic Library Survey
for the National Center for Education Statistics.
Carol attended the Innovative Interfaces
Academic Library Directors conference in San
Francisco, but illness kept her from the ARLIS/NA
4
Special Collections 20l2-20l3 the librarian was on sabbatical the previous year,
Ariel Bordeaux very capably presented materials
Overview for I9 of our classes this year. Appointments to
see artists’ books, grad theses, and special
After having left the department in the capable materials also increased nearly 60% with a
hands of Special Collections Assistant, Ariel signicant number of these becoming individual
Bordeaux and Library Fellow, Professor jan Baker bookmaking project consultations.
from Graphic Design for the 20I I- I 2 academic We have been expanding our outreach to
year, the Special Collections Librarian returned departments not usually served and word seems
from her sabbatical to start the new year in july. to be spreading that the artist book collection is a
Many thanks are due Ariel and jan, for the extra useful cross-disciplinary teaching tool. Graduate
responsibilities they so graciously carried out and mixed undergraduate classes in Landscape
during that time, with such thoroughness and skill. Architecture, Architecture, and Industrial Design
Though re-entry was gradual over the summer, came for the rst time to see how artists’ books
the rest of the year proved to be one of our represent the basic considerations in any design
busiest on record and it was important that we problem-solving situation. We also had requests
were back to full stafng. for artist book classes from HPSS and HAVC.
Outreach to graduate students continues
Facilities and Equipment to ourish, with I I classes comprised of graduate
We are facing the need to start weeding or mixed grad and undergrad students coming to
our collections, as shelf space is slowly lling, view materials. We had 34 graduate students
especially in certain stack areas and for Masters appointments, with 4 of them full project
Theses. We started a process for analyzing the consultations. We also had a class for grad
collection to determine which books could go to students in Brown's Literary Arts program. Six
Storage and which books might really belong in RISD graduate students with teaching
the circulating collection. Due to the intense appointments brought their classes in as well.
activity of the year, we were unable to keep up As in the past, interest in our artist book
with this project but will need to revisit it in the collection goes beyond the RISD community and
coming year. We will eventually need to nd we provided classes for students from Brown
alternate shelving for the Masters Theses. as more University, Providence College, Roger Williams
and more thesis documents are being produced in University. and University of Massachusetts
large or unusual structures and formats. Dartmouth. We also provided classes for younger
We had use of an iPad for Special students through the Museum’s “Art Explorers"
Collections this year, and because of our wireless program; for 3 summer RISD Continuing
capabilities in the stack area, found it helpful when Education classes; “Project Open Door" for local
working with faculty in the stacks to identify books high school students; and for students of the Paul
relevant to their classes. It was also used Cuffee High School.
occasionally with classes to demonstrate subject Of the I7 sections of Art History I02
related online research guides. classes this year, 5 sections scheduled the optional
class visit to view relevant Special Collections
Class Presentations & Collection Usage materials. All of these were with faculty members
The total number of classes coming to who have scheduled classes in the past, yet
Special Collections this year reached an all time surprisingly we were still able to mine the
high of I05, representing a 24 % increase over the collection for additional important materials.
previous year. The number of students in Special Collections continues to be involved with
attendance approximates that upswing as well. the joint Brown/RISD Watts History of the Book
With 58 classes coming to see artists’ books and Program. This year Maureen Cummins was the
47 coming to see materials from Special visiting book artist. The day after her presentation
Collections, the trend continues since 20I0, in at the john Carter Brown Library she met here in
favor of artists‘ books. Our busiest months seem Special Collections with students from judy
to be November, january and April, though it feels Maloney’s 2-D class, who happened to be in the
busy most of the year. We had several instances middle of a bookmaking project. The discussion
where two faculty requested classes for the same was lively and students were treated to anecdotes
day and time, so thankfully we had staff and the about the making of several of Maureen’s books in
use of classroom 228 to accommodate them. our collection. On the following day Maureen gave
Because of her experience handling classes while
5
a letterpress printing and simple bookmaking Acquisitions and Collections
workshop at AS22O’s printing studio.
In the past, the librarian has given Selected Additions to Special Collections:
demonstrations of three simple bookbinding The Esther Scroll (facsimile)/ Falk Wiesmann, 20 I 2;
structures to students each semester for Oren Handmade Paper: Fiber Exposed/ Hand Papermaking
Sherman’s sophomore Illustration class. This Portfolio Series, 20 I 2; Richard Tuttle: Use ofTime,
spring, we decided to let the students actually 20 I 2; Chiparus: Master ofArt Decol Albert Shayo,
make the book structures themselves and I999; john Cage: Ryoanji: Catalogue Raisonné of the
transformed the Special Collections reading room Visual Artworksl Corinna Thierolf, 20l3; Paula Rego
into a dry and very clean studio. It all turned out The Complete Graphic Worl</ T.G. Rosenthal, 20 I 2;
so well and students were so enthusiastic, that The Prints of'Ellsworth Kellyl Richard H. Axsom, 2
from now on, we will do it this way. vols, 20 I 2; Robert Mothem/ell Paintings and Collages:
highlights of the collection to at least 400 students
A Catalogue Raisonné, l94l -l99l/j. Flam, K.
Outreach and Tours Rogers, and T. Clifford, 3 vols, 20l2; The Florence
We decided again this year not to make Sketchbook of Frank Lloyd Wright, l9l 0 (facsimile)/
buttons for Freshman Orientation but provided Transcription by A. Hyman, j. Nondorf, & _|.
tours to over 20 groups of freshmen showing Holzhueter, 20l0.
in one afternoon. We provided tours for incoming Additions to the Artist Book collection:
Landscape Architecture graduate students; for > Body of Inquiryl Casey Gardner
Librarians from the College Hill Library > Sunday Stone, Light Verse Magazine VoI.lll /
Consortium; visiting book artists julie Chen and Angela Lorenz
Macy Chadwick; visitors from the Worcester Art The Topography of Homel Macy Chadwick
Museum; members of the Furniture Visiting
Committee; Michael Carabetta, Creative Director
of Chronicle Books; Yoshiaki Morisawa, Chairman
of Morisawa lnc.. a Japanese digital font design
rm; and faculty from the Gordon School in East
Providence. A small group of attendees of the
VVVVVVV
Bisectionsl Francesca Lohmann*
The Infinite Between Us/ Inge Bruggeman
As You Continuel Robin Price
Specimensl Lauren Falkenberry
Solid Phasesl Sara Langworthy
Panty Pulping:(Un)mentionablesl Margaret
Visual Resources Association annual conference Mahan & Drew Matott
held in Providence this year were given a special > Instant Zine Archivel Booklyn
presentation of artists’ books. > Asters and Goldenrodsl Rebecca Goodale
We continue to highlight materials from > Short Stories ofMarie Roth, Kathleen Roth
our collections, our exhibits, and events relevant andjulia Gualtieri; julia Gualtieri*
to our collection strengths through the Special > Artists’ Books ldeation Cordsl Barbara
Collections Blog and online Research Guides. We Tetenbaum and julie Chen
had a couple of emailed reference questions about > Polpung Parkhangl Clifton Meador*.
Pochoir and had a researcher from New Orleans
come to look at our Pochoir materials because Visiting book artists this year included: Amy
she had read about our exhibit and seen our Borezo*, Francesca Lohmann*, Amanda Thackray*
Research Guide on the subject. A curator from Christopher Fritton, Aimee Lee, Marshall Weber,
the Victoria & Albert Museum Archive came to do Francesco Spampinato, Werner Pfeiffer, Rebecca
research on our Gorham collection and another Goodale, julia Gualtieri*, Margaret Mahan, julie
researcher came to see our Dazzle materials. Chen, and Macy Chadwick. Werner Pfeiffer
We had a request from Christies of brought a selection of his books to jan Baker's
London for scans from a l9"‘ century book on the bookmaking class and gave an inspiring
designs of Léon Messagé. This book came from presentation to her students.
the Gorham archive and evidently is very rare. All
forms of our presence on the Internet continue to * RISD alumni
be very useful outreach tools not only for non-
RISD patrons, but also our own RISD community.
The Research Guides were upgraded this year and
are often shown in conjunction with class visits to
Special Collections.
Exhibitions and Loans New York: The Hyperion Press. |94I for the
RISD Museum exhibition, Artist, Rebel, Dandy: Men
The following exhibits were mounted in the ofFashion. Eight letterpress printing plates for the
library: artist book Muse Measures from the library's Ruth
Laxson's Artist Book Process Archive to the
BOOKMARK: Student Made Artists’ Books. April 6 — Museum of Contemporary Art of Georgia, Atlanta
july 3 I, ZOI 2. Curated by Library Fellow and for Ruth Laxson: Hip Young Owl, A Retrospective.
Professor of Graphic Design, jan Baker. Artists’
books representing the work of students in jan Borrowed from the RISD Museum: The
Bakers’ classes over the past thirty years. International Avant-Garde, Vol. V; America Discovered,
I964 for the RISD Library exhibition, An Eye for
Dick jones: One ofRISD’s Mad Men. September 4 — the Modern: Selections from the Nina Abrams
December I5, 20 I 2. Curated by long time faculty Bequest. This title had been transferred to the
member in Graphic Design, Douglass Scott. A Museum in 20I2 from the Iibrary’s Nina Abrams
selection of posters, printed materials and bequest.
ephemera from the Dick jones* Archive, donated
by his widow Chris jones. Poster designed by Donations
Douglass Scott. Donations of books and materials to
Special Collections include: Things that Dream:
An Eye for the Modern: Selections from the Nina Contemporary Calligraphic Artists’ Booksl exhibition
Abrams Bequest. january 7 ~ March 22, 20l 3. catalog from Stanford University; Re-examining
Curated by Laurie Whitehill Chong. Books and Books: Artist Books by Werner Pfeiffer at the Art
print portfolios from the personal collections of Center and the Art Library Vassar Collegel Werner
art publishers Harry N. Abrams, donated by his Pfeiffer; Feast! Celebrating Food and Book Art/
widow Nina Abrams. Poster designed by Ariel exhibition catalog, 23 Sandy Gallery.
Bordeaux. A number of books focused on historic
calligraphy, typography and small press printing
The Crafted Appearance: l8"’ and I 9”‘ Century Men's were donated to the library by Gina Federico
Fashion. April I — August 9, 2Ol3. An exhibition in from the library of Helen & Gene Federico.
celebration of the Artist, Rebel, Dandy: Men of Several more books from the Nina Abrams
Fashion exhibition at the RISD Museum, curated by bequest were also added to the collection.
Laurie Whitehill Chong. Books and prints from Donations of books and materials to the
Special Collections. Poster designed by Ariel Artist Book Collection include:
Bordeaux. > Snow Bound in September: A Re-Imagining/
Laurie Whitehill Chong*
23" Annual Library StaffArt Exhibit. April I — I9, > From Rome to Venice for a Cure/ john Ross
20 I 3. Curated by Ariel Bordeaux and Susan > Artball Trading Cards/ Don Celender, from
Gifford. Our ongoing annual tradition of jan Howard
exhibiting works of art by library staff. Poster > The Future ofAl-Mutanabbi Streetl
designed by Ariel Bordeaux and Susan Gifford. Christine Kermaire
> lntaglio l Print Exchangel Louise
Materials + Process: An Exhibition. May 6 —]une I8, Kohrmann*
20 I 3 . Curated by Industrial Design graduate > Radio Kills, Experiencing Hypnotism, and Go
student, Diana Wagner. A juried exhibition of Human Not Apel RISD faculty Francesco
student-made material innovations, supported by a Spampinato
grant from the Academic Commons Project fund. > Eight Clonesl Rebecca Goodale
Exhibit remained up for the Materials Symposium > Sophial Kelly Puig
held at the library’s VMRC. june 6 — 8, 20I3. > Mother Goose for Grown-Ups by G.W.
Poster and exhibition ephemera designed Diana Carryll Frank Feldman
Wagner. > Growing Evidencel Barbara Roux.
On loan from the RISD library collections: Every * RISD alumni
Building on the Sunset Strip, Ed Ruscha’s I966 artist
book for the RISD Museum exhibit America in
View: Landscape Photography I865 to Now; Harlem
As Seen By Hirschfeldl text by William Saroyan.
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Staff Board for the College Book Art Association,
Following her year as interim manager of Laurie attended the CBAA Annual Meeting held at
Special Collections during the Librarian's absence, Yale University. She attended the annual
it was decided that Ariel Bordeaux's position as conferences of the American Printing History
Special Collections Assistant needed to be revised Association held in Chicago and the Art Libraries
and upgraded. She now serves as Senior Library Society/North America, held in Pasadena, CA.
Assistant Special Collections, which under the
guidance of the Librarian gives her more Our statistics clearly show that Special
opportunities to work directly with students and Collections materials continue to be vital
faculty for class presentations. With a record resources for students, faculty and outside
number of class visits this year, Ariel's experience researchers. Efforts to promote the collections
with presentations kept us from having to refuse online and by word of mouth keep attracting new
any class requests. Ariel worked on a number of users and the relevance of our collections as
projects including an “instant book" brochure cross-disciplinary teaching tools keeps them
highlighting the library’s collections and services coming back. As technology advances and more of
for Freshman Orientation. She designed several our work lives in the digital realm, the importance
posters for our library exhibits and created a well- of providing access to real objects of both
researched blog post on a little known book in contemporary and historical value is
our collection illustrated by Richard Floethe. immeasurable.
Along with Susan Gifford, Ariel curated the “23"’
Annual Library Staff Art Exhibit." One of Ariel’s Laurie Whitehill Chong
comics was published this year and she gave a Special Collections Librarian, Curator of Artists’
presentation of her work at a book-signing event Books
in Brooklyn. She also gave presentations on comic August 20 I 3
art and her own work to a couple of RISD classes.
Ariel was invited to participate in the RlSDiversity
project this year.
Special Collections Librarian, Laurie
Whitehill Chong was invited to contribute an
essay for the exhibition catalog for book artist
Ruth Laxson’s retrospective at the Museum of
Contemporary Art of Georgia. Her essay, “Word
Antics" was published in Ruth Laxson: Hip Young
Owl, A Retrospective and Laurie attended the
opening reception January 26"‘ in Atlanta. Working
with staff at the john Carter Brown Library, Laurie
helped to coordinate the events involving guest
book artist Maureen Cummins for the Watts
History of the Book Program. She participated in
the discussion session with the artist held in
Special Collections and also assisted with the
letterpress printing workshop the following day.
Laurie created a I5-minute iMovie
documenting the year-long process of making her
artist book as part of her sabbatical presentation.
Copies of Laurie’s limited edition artist book are
now in the collections of several academic
libraries, including UCLA, Maryland Institute
College of Art, and Yale University.
Serving as Library Liaison to the Graphic
Design, Illustration and Textiles departments,
Laurie communicated with faculty regarding new
resources, events, databases, and services. She was
invited to participate in class crits for Apparel,
Freshman 2-D, Printmaking, and Landscape
Architecture classes. Completing her term on the
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Archives ZOI2-ZOI3 Records Accessioned
The Archives accessioned 65 groups of
Research and Use of the Collections records totaling 98 linear feet (78 cubic feet) of
The Archives staff answered 246 material, some of it is digital and stored on disc.
reference requests during the year, representing Noteworthy accessions include: Presidents,
299 hours of research time using the collections. Provost, and Vice Provost ofce les; sponsored
Familiar topics were including; many, many studio records; FAV and Photo degree projects;
requests for images from the landmark Andy “theses” from the Painting department (2007-
Warhol exhibition of I969-70, Raid the Icebox I; ZOIO); G'“3Phi¢ Design department posters from
exhibition information for the catalogues raisonnés Doug Scott (l990s and 20005); Correspondence
of several 20"‘ century American artists; from the estate of musician Bobby Short related
architectural plans for numerous RISD buildings, to Richard Merkin, eXamples of art c- i903; and
biographical information for former faculty and scripts and lm segments from a never completed
students; Andy Warhol and the Velvet documentary of former faculty memberjohn
Underground at RISD in I967; History of the Howard Benson (I949). The footage was taken by
European Honors Program; past reports from documentary lmmaker Robert Flaherty, best
Visiting Committees to academic departments; l<h°Wh f°r the lm N°"°°l< Ofthe N°'Th» and the
course descriptions for alumni seeking project was sponsored and funded through RISD.
professional credentials; past Campus Master Because Archives storage in Room 22l
Plans; and the founding of RISD by women has reached its capacity, we have begun talking to
(requested by a 5"‘ grader in California). Archivist the Campus Master Plan team about our long-
Andrew Martinez researched and reported on the term needs for additional storage Space.
history of Wintersession for the March Faculty Donors of materials to the Archives this
Meeting and met with the Student Alliance to past year include Elizabeth Congdon, Mr. and Mrs.
inform them of the history of RlSD’s diplomas, Robert Galkin, lane lngle, alumna Elena Pascarella,
The Archives hosted at least 2l2 on-site and Peter Sentkowski.
researchers including several class groups using the
collections. Class presentations by the Archives Colleetiorls Processing
staff included Lisa Young's (Photography) Image During the year, Associate Archivist
Bonk class, the Photography classes ofiennie Douglas Doe spent the bulk of his processing time
Edwards (2x), Eva Sutton, Henry Horenstein, and on Academic Affairs records. He also created
Steve Smith; Anne West’s Graduate Studies LibGuides for our Museum of Art Exhibition
seminar Origin Point; Daniel Harkett and Sara Ganz Records Rachel 5tamP. an MLS grad from URI
Blythe's Art School Histories course; Susan Allen’s who currently works as a part-time reference
Excavating Women course; Nancy Friese and four librarian and archivist at North Scituate Public
Teaching+ Learning in Art + Design students; and Library, volunteered in the Archives in order to
the journalism and True Crime Narratives classes of learn more about Encoded Archival Description
Philip Eil. Andy also supervised an Independent (EAD) cataloging. Rachel processed and encoded
Study project for a graduate student, J, Kevin some smaller collections for inclusion in RIAMCO.
Barton, who was interested in learning about the The Archives hosted one MLS graduate
principles of archives and archiving as research for student. William Doughty, an employee of Bryant
his Master's Thesis. The resulting thesis, How to Fail University's library who was enrolled in a distance
at Archiving, is housed in the Archives (PHOTO learning degree program from the University of
2()|_B377)_ Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Bill catalogued videodiscs
What follows is a statistical break down and tapes in the collection and began the process
of the different user types who used the of converting our VHS tapes of lectures and
collections remotely and in person; Cabarets to DVD. Having completed his
Reference_VRg_lie$t$ Registered Resegrchers eldwork requirements and receiving his MLS
College Staff 95 (39%) 30 (l4%) degree, Bill stayed on as a volunteer in the spring.
Museum Staff 3| (l3%) 6 (03%)
Faculty I8 (07%) I I (05%) Additional Activities
Students l9 (08%) I09 (5l%) Andy researched options for a digital
Alumni 2 (O I %) 9 (04%) institutional repository for hosting and promoting
Non-RISD 80 (33%) 29 (l4%) RISD research. He delivered a presentation on
Brown 2 (0l%) 6 (03%) institutional repositories to the Library
Committee and the Information Technology
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Steering Committee. He also arranged for two Doug served as an ofcer for RISD’s Staff
demonstration visits by a representative of Digital Council and attended the SAA annual conference
Commons (BePress). He met with the Media in San Diego. Doug attended EAD training at
group to discuss what the Archives would like to Radcliffe College in May and the Conservation
receive from their paper-based and digital Center for Art and Historic Artifacts Out of the
publications. Ordinary: Preserving Paper-Based Ephemera
Andy delivered two Gallery Night symposium, hosted by the RISD Museum.
presentations at the Bert Gallery in Providence to
promote the Archives. Session I (_|uly I9) Andrew Martinez, Archivist
included RISD Museum Directorjohn Smith and August 20l3
was titled The RISD Archives - Where Artists Are
Discovered. Session 2 (August I6) was on the
Making of Infinite Radius and included coauthor
Dawn Oxenaar Barrett.
The Archivist provided his usual historic
walking tour for RISD by Design weekend and
offered it along with a tour of the Fleet Library to
members on the Visual Resources Association
who were in town for their annual conference. He
conducted a video oral history with outgoing Dean
of Fine Arts Deborah Bright before she left for a
new position at Pratt. A segment of the previous
oral history with Merlin Szosz was shown at
Merlin’s memorial celebration.
Andy served as an interview subject for a
student taking Lindsay French’s Wintersession oral
history class and was also interviewed by poet and
professor Mairéad Byrne for an Academic
Commons project
(http://risdabc.wordpress.com/archives/. His ZOI I
presentation There Are No Art Stars: Student Work
in Context in the RISD Archives, was published online
by the Archivists Roundtable of New York
(httpgl/www.scribd.c9m/dgc/ _l_Z25 I 423 5/Art_ist_s-_
Records-in-thelArchives;Symposium-Proceedings).
Andy also started contributing a blog about RISD
history (Time Lapse) to the Museum's website
(http://risdmuseurnorggtes/Qtggories[ti[ne_laps
e), beginning with an entry about former faculty
member and "dandy" Richard Merkin.
The Archivist participated in several
Webinars, including the ve-part Caring for Digital
Materials: Preventing a Digital Dark Age and various
online demonstration sessions for digital
repositories. In September, Andy attended the
2Ol2 Art Museum Libraries Symposium at the
Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, MA.
Andy served on the Tomasso juglaris
Publication Commission and was the Rhode Island
membership representative for the Society of
American Archivists. Andy also served on RlSD’s
Academic Policies Committee and the Instruction
Committee. He was a Library Liaison to the
Photography, Sculpture, and TLAD departments.
He attended the Inauguration dinner for Dawn
Barrett, President of MASS Art.
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Readers‘ Services 20l2/20l3 Room Reservations and LibCal
Since moving to the new Library in 2006
Questions Asked and Gimlet the staff has been managing the Library's two
Over the summer the Library staff classrooms and two conference rooms via a
worked on how statistics are recorded for spreadsheet. This summer the staff was able
questions asked. During the past two years, staff implement room reservation software called
members working at the Reference Desk have LibCal. Springshare who also makes LibGuides
been entering information on questions asked into makes LibCal. Gail, Mark Pompelia, Laurie
a Google form. Prior to that the staff would mark Whitehill Chong, and Claudia worked on setting
a weekly statistics sheet every time someone up LibCal and creating documentation. Rooms are
asked a question. While the Google form did give now self-booking. Staff sets up the times available
more information such as time of day the and anyone with a RISD email address can book a
questions were asked and who asked, it lacked an room. Usage of the rooms has gone up from last
ease of use. Staff had many questions as to what year's total of l,l25 to this year’s total of l,489,
to input and where, the statistics were cumber- an increase of 24%. The room reservations
some to tally, furthermore, research appointments software has pictures of the rooms as well as a
were kept on a separate spreadsheet. Marc description of each of the rooms. The new space
Calhoun, Ellie Nacheman, Gail Geisser, and in the Visual + Materials Resource Center is also
Claudia Covert worked on developing what the bookable via LibCal. LibCal includes appointment
Library would like out of question statistics and software, which has been set up for all Librarians.
they evaluated several different software packages lt is on the Librarians Research Guide prole and
that could help the Library reach this goal. The the Librarians enter times they are available for
group decided on Gimlet, a hosted version of appointments. The software package also includes
Libstats. After many meetings discussing the a calendar function; this is a goal to implement
elds and what the choices should be, a LibGuide during the coming year. There is event
for staff on how to use it was created, and it went registration software; this may be something that
live in September 20l2. Not only does staff can used in the future for Library instruction or
working at the Reference Desk use it, Circulation Library events.
and Special Collections are using Gimlet as well.
Using the Google form in 20l0/2Ol l Orientation
l,947 questions were recorded and in 2Ol l/20l2, 5l2 new students (444 freshman and 68
l,8 I 2 questions were recorded. From September transfers) toured the Library as part of
20l2 through june 20l3, 2,645 questions were Orientation in September. In preparation, an
recorded in Gimlet, a 3 l% increase. Reference invite was sent to all Library staff asking if they
entered l,955 questions, Circulation entered 470, would like to be involved. Laurie, Ariel Bordeaux,
and Special Collections entered 35. The questions james Austin, Mark Pompelia, Gail, Stephen
and answers are an invaluable training tool in McCaughey, Mark Sweeney, john Gambino, and
providing feedback to staff as well as training new Ellie met and worked on orientation. As part of
staff. RISD Students asked 79.2% of the questions, the Marketing Committee initiative, Mark Sweeney
RISD Curators, Faculty, and Staff asked l0.3%, designed and helped make buttons of Library
RISD Alumni asked l.3%, Independent researchers architectural features. Ariel designed a zine of the
asked 4.7%, Brown Students, Faculty, and Staff posters the Marketing Committee had designed.
asked l.l%, and the Athenaeum asked .6%. The “I After orientation, a wrap up meeting to see what
don’t know" category went down considerably worked and what could have worked better was
from previous years to 3.7%. By simplifying the held. For example, people were given the option
categories this reduced the number of instances of to activate their Library card after the tour. It was
a person knowing someone is a student but not found that everyone wanted to do this and there
knowing whether they are undergraduate, were long lines at the Circulation Desk with two
graduate, or CE. lfa student’s level is known it Circulation Staff members scanning barcodes for
can be entered into the tag eld. The top three two hours.
times of days that questions were being asked are
lpm (I |.2%), I lam (9.6%), and |2pm (9.3%). The LibGuides
top three days of the week for questions were Two LibGuiders meetings and one
Mondays at 20.8%, Tuesdays at l8.6%, and workshop were held this year. The meetings
Wednesdays l7.8%. discussed subject headings, standards for guides,
and reusable content. The workshop covered
ll
using links and images in guides and changing Athenaeum Event
guides to the standards. Two working groups In june, Mark Pompelia and Claudia
worked on revising the subject headings being hosted an event for Athenaeum members.
used as well as the Research Guides Homepage. Approximately 40 people attended. Mark and
The group worked on fewer subject headings to Claudia talked about the Library's history and the
create ease of use. Also a new collapsible menu services offered to the Athenaeum. Later tours
for subject headings was created, by clicking a were given. It was lively and enjoyable evening
subject heading the research guides with that with many questions and comments.
heading is revealed. The other group worked on
creating reusable database descriptions and links. Circulation
Database descriptions were reviewed and edited Overall Circulation number stayed about
to be informative yet brief, providing key the same as last year. Circulation was slightly
information. LibGuiders also looked at upgrading down this year from last year, in 20l I/20l2 it was
the Library's current subscription to CMS. CMS 68,692 and in 20I2/20l3 it was 66,850. In house
includes online forms, the ability to create groups use was also gone down slightly from 43,004 to
with different looks, e-reserves, and the ability to 38,6l I. Self check out went up from 2,084 to
manage websites. Statistics for this year: 20 new 3,276. Scanning on the KIC face up scanner was
guides were created. individual guides were down from I l5,303 to I0l,98l. Slight changes in
viewed 47,048 times, and the research guides interlibrary loan: RISD loaned out 567 last year
homepage received 3,702 hits. and only 458 this year. Last year RISD requested
224 and this year 247 items. The biggest change
Student Workers was in the gate count; it went up to l96,093 from
The Library employs approximately 80 l85.833.
students every year. In an effort to recognize The Circulation department offered
these student workers as well as get to know midnight hours this year for two evenings in May.
them better, the staff organized a Student Worker Stephen volunteered to shift his hours.
Social. In October for two hours the staff and john looked into e-reserves systems by
students had pizza and conversation in the Visual + looking for articles on e-reserves systems as well
Material Resource Center. There was a formal as subscribing and posting questions on an e-
introduction of all students and staff and then each reserves listserv. A proposal was made to acquire
department shared up to three things about their Springshare’s E-Reserve system for I3/I4.
department. These points were taken from a
document created earlier as a handout for the Reference & Instruction
event. During the rst week of Fall Semester,
Reference Assistants manned a desk
Visitor Policy by the front doors of the Library to greet people
Staff reviewed the Library’s visitor policy and provide general assistance. The Reference
due to some complaints. It was found the policy Assistants had maps and a laptop to provide quick
was much more strict about having a valid information such as hours and call numbers.
research need. The Circulation staff met to During Wintersession Claudia worked
discuss their ongoing problems with some public with jennifer Liese and Meredith Barrett of the
patrons. They expressed frustration with the time Writing Center to create a workshop. The 90
and effort needed to track these individuals when minute workshop called Engaging Sources was given
they could be helping students. Claudia was once during Wintersession and twice during the
invited to speak at the April Library Committee spring. Claudia covered developing a research
meeting about this. The Committee gave their full process and searching for sources, Meredith
support to implement the original stricter policy covered reading sources and note taking, and
and ask people who were not afliated with a local jennifer covered synthesizing information and
college or university, a Fleet Library Member, an citing sources.
Athenaeum Member. Brown, or RISD person to james, Marc, and Claudia taught I7 Art
make an appointment. Meetings will be held this History I02 classes. This staff group along with
summer with Security, Residence Life, and Cafe Ellie created a new research guide, which they are
Portfolio to continue these conversations. The all owners of. The goal was to make the Art
hope is to enact the policy by fall. History I02 guide simpler. They used fewer tabs
and streamlined the assignment handout. The
handout now includes a visual timeline. They
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viewed and updated the tutorials together. They john Gambino, Senior Library Assistant,
also created a questions sheet and asked the Circulation + Reserves, processed a total of I,492
Reference Assistants to view the tutorials and items for a total of I62 courses which circulated a
answer questions about them. This feedback was total of 2,925 times from Fall, Wintersession, and
used to make more changes. A student survey Spring Semesters. john assisted in RISD main
was created and given to all I7 sections. After inventory and began learning the Library's brand
nishing the classes there was a wrap up meeting new E-Reserves system. john was also accepted
and a reading list of ipped classrooms articles and into the competitive School of Nursing at Rhode
websites was created. Feedback from faculty was Island College and everyone is very proud of him!
sought for ways to improve the classes. Gail Geisser, Circulation Manager,
A total of 75 classes were taught reaching continued to be involved with RISD Recognizes
I,679 students. Of these 62 were undergraduate and received a “Make you Mark" for her
classes, I4 were graduates classes, and two were involvement. With the circulation staff, she
CE. 34 graduate students scheduled appointments, worked on pop up messages on books with CDs;
also I5 undergraduate students, and three faculty this has helped to cut down on CDs not being
members. Appointments were recorded in checked out with their book. She participated in
Gimlet and are easily searchable by staff. Claudia two focus groups Human Resources held on the
taught 52 classes, Ellie taught three, james taught staff survey and staff performance evaluations. She
I4, and Marc taught six. The Google spreadsheet continues to be co-chair of the Access Services
for instruction statistics crashed in the fall and the Interest Group (ASIG) of ACRL-NEC, and hosted
teaching staff decided to begin using LibAnaIytics the ASIG annual conference at Dartmouth College
to track instruction. in lune. She attended the ACRL-NEC annual
conference at Holy Cross, along with attending
Staff Activities/Professional Development the NE-IUG conference in lune,
James Austin. Research & Instruction Elinor Nacheman, Catalog/Reference
Librarian, Sabbatical Replacement, joined the Librarian, see Technical Services Report.
Library staff from September 20I2 through May Stephen McCaughey, Senior Library
20l3. He had previously worked in the Visual + Assistant, Circulation + Serials, sent down over a
Material Resource Center and has been a |,000 books to Storage last summer. He made a
reference and instruction librarian at the research guide listing periodical titles by subiect.
Cemmuhit)’ College Of Rhede lslahd and the He reviewed and updated 52 e-journal links.
University Of Rhode Island. He brought t0 the ]Ob Stephen Qompleted a six hQur CPR eourge and
great enthusiasm and eagerness to learn along with was tei-tied_ Also, he had the honor to staff the
his eXtehsive l-ibGUides l<h0Wledge- party for Senator jack Reed in the Library. Stephen
Marc Calhoun. Senior Technical Assistant. volunteered again at the Artists’ Ball, and
Cataloging, continued to assistjudy Maloney's partitipatetl in both the Rl$D staff Show in
students’ requests f0!‘ their Af‘tlStS’ BOOl( class. Deeember and the Library Staff show in April,
He received follow-up emails from more than half Ellen Petraits, Research & lhstruttion
Of each class (the highest response rate he has Librarian, see her sabbatical report,
encountered). Some required detailed follow-up Mark Sweeney, Senior Library Assistant -
and a few face-to-face meetings. In each case he Cirtulatioh + Stacks, led the project that Saw
felt the student left With both 8 Path t0 the 6,000 volumes sent to Storage. He was appointed
information they needed, as well as a positive to the RISD-wide Holiday Party Planning
eXPel'iehCe With the Rl5D l-ibI'HrY- He also Committee, hired the Work Study Students,
covered a few of the Art History I02 classes in designed some of the signage, and worked the
Ellie's absence. event itself. Mark hired and trained I0 new Work
Claudia Covert. Readers’ 5eI'ViCes Study Student Book Shelvers this year, and
Librarian, continued her involvement With ACRL promgted three veteran Shelvers to the genior
AFtS BS the p8St Chill‘ Of Al’tS and Chair Of pQ$itiQn_ He enrolled in two Continuing
the Nominating Committee She served on a Education classes this year: Photography, An
RISD search committee for Foundation Studies Introduction and Digital Tools for the Screen.
Drawing position. She also Served On Rl5D's Mark also participated in the Annual Library Staff
ACAC Committee. Claudia traveled to Iowa to Art Show.
give one of the keynote talks at the Envisioning
Design Conference held at the University of Claudia Covert
Northern Iowa in April. Readers’ Services Librarian
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Sabbatical Summary/Ellen Petraits attending a talk given by Finnish filmmaker and critic,
In january 20! I , I began a literature review on Peter van Bagh, and touring Aalto University, School of
transliteracy. The term transliteracy first appeared in Arts, Design and Architecture Library.
2005 in the communications literature. Transliteracy is After Finland, my sabbatical was an opportunity
the ability to read, write and interact across a range of for focused reading on the fundamental elements that
platforms, tools and media from signing and orality have been the basis of my career as an art librarian:
through handwriting, print, TV, radio and lm, to digital working with artists and designers to facilitate their
social networks. I investigated how transliteracy is research, and teaching artists ways to think about and
being addressed in the academic community, in improve the research process. I have always been
libraries, and in teaching. I examined its relationship to intensely curious to know more about the cognitive
the many literacies (information, media, visual, processes that I witness and experience, both from the
cultural) which already exist. And I looked at how standpoint of a practicing artist and as a research
transliteracy is changing the way we think about facilitator for artists.
literacy, learning and communication. At the core of conducting research is working
My interest in transliteracy began when I with a topic that has captured the researcher’s
read the definition. For me it had the ring of truth. It attention and that they feel compelled to pursue. That
describes my experience of how artists approach their pursuit involves a series of choices and decisions that
work and how they move through the library, how they affect the depth, duration and direction the research
look for and gather information and how they work takes. I read several texts on the topics of attention,
with, and across multiple formats, platforms, and decision-making, and cognition. Two that I found
media to create meaning and communicate their particularly satisfying are “Thinking Fast and SIow”
ideas. When I‘m designing an instruction session, I and “The Paradox of Choice: Why Less is More. ” I
grapple with which literacies the students will relate to read text relating cognitive psychology and visual
best. I ask how to prioritize the myriad learning perception to creativity, most notably “Splendors and
standards and outcomes into a concise and dynamic Miseries of the Brain: Love, Creativity, and the Quest
research tool or library assignment. Incorporating the for Human Happiness” and “Artful Mind: Cognitive
conceptual framework of transliteracy has helped me Science and the Riddle of Human Creativity."
to think about the various literacies in relation rather As information specialists, art librarians are
than opposition to each other. expected to organize and present information in a
An understanding of transliteracy will enable visually ordered and easily understandable sequence.
librarians to support the research needs of their My reading in pedagogical and learning theory has
constituents by providing insight into the expectations lead to a better understanding of how to teach and
that 2 I” century researchers bring to their work. It can communicate in an online format. I investigated
help librarians understand the role students and various educational taxonomies to familiarize myself
researchers expect to play in using, developing and with how domains of knowledge are manifest and
interacting with library collections and with information assessed in a teaching environment.
in all its forms-past, present, and future. An Additional reading included many of the recent
understanding of transliteracy may provide a much- books and articles in art and design research from the
needed conceptual framework to describe the bibliography I created on this topic
relationship of the numerous distinct literacies which (risd.libgLle_s.com/researchI. Worthy of note is Henk
currently exist and how they could work together. I Slager’s “The Pleasure of Research.” I read texts on
hoped to find common ground between instructional design most notably, “Understanding by
communication theories, pedagogical theories and the Design" and “Guided Inquiry Design”, and I read
various literacies being developed in information information science texts on the psychology of
science. searching.
In August ZOI3 I gave a presentation entitled At the time of this writing, I am in the process
“Transliteracy and Libraries: Theory and Practice” at of framing and synthesizing the salient ideas about art
the International Federation of Libraries Association and design research, learning and creativity, and
(IFLA) conference held in Helsinki, Finland. The talk cognitive behavior I have pursued. These are taking
was part of a panel sponsored by the Academic and form as a series ofonline research guides to serve the
Research Libraries section. I also attended the IFLA needs of and contribute to building a culture of
Satellite & ARLIS/Norden conference entitled “ART research for RISD graduate students. These guides will
Now! Contemporary Art Resources in a Library be available at risdlibguides.com/grgdstudies and may
Context.” Highlights of my conference experience be used as self-guided sources for individual study, as a
included meeting Finnish librarian colleagues, attending basis for discussion, and to teach workshops.
IFLA Art Libraries section meetings and events, Ellen Petraits, Research & Instruction Librarian
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Technical Services 20l2- I 3 reference and circulation staff to maintain
appropriate links in catalog records for e-versions,
Two statistical milestones were reached in the abstracts and indexes. He catalogs all special
library’s catalog during the past year, over lS0,000 collections materials including artists’ books and
volumes for RlSD's Library holdings, and over archives materials and recently began working
250,000 volumes for the RISD and Providence with RISD Nature Lab staff to add their book
Athenaeum collections together. Although the collection into the catalog as was previously done
total number of books cataloged decreased by 250 with their video collection. Robert again worked
titles compared to the previous year, the with European Honors Program library monitors
Department still managed to catalog just over to add EHP titles into our catalog and send new
4000 titles. The total number of purchased titles materials to Rome.
increased again from the previous year, 2605 as Robert serves as the subject liaison to the
compared to 2588, with media purchases Glass, jewelry and Printmaking departments. He
increasing from 453 to 522 DVD titles purchased. also serves as the library liaison to the RISD OIT
The Library continues to receive department, Innovative Interfaces (Ill) and OCLC.
generous gifts of recent publications in the subject Robert installed the current OCLC Connexion
areas of comic book anthologies, graphic novels cataloging program and the current lll software
and illustration from RISD Alumnus Tim Finn. The release during the past year. Robert continues to
RlSD Museum continues their periodic transfers of serve as treasurer of the RISD Faculty Association.
recent exhibition catalogs and monographs, which He completed his service as a member of the
totaled over 400 this past year. Other notable gifts Wintersession Committee at the end of the spring
received during the past year were another gift semester.
from retired faculty member Leonard Newcomb, Robert attended the Innovative User's
this time including over 850 books; a gift of I70 Group annual conference held in San Francisco;
books from another previous donor, Rutgers and the annual HELIN conference at Bryant University;
Leslie Barclay; a gift of approximately 350 graphic and the annual New England Library Association
novels from Martha Swetzoff, Senior Critic in the Technical Services Librarian conference held at the
Film, Animation and Video department; and 420 College of Holy Cross. Robert exhibited work in
books from Providence resident Ann Ott. The the annual library staff art exhibition.
total number of gifts received during the past year Elinor Nacheman, Catalogl Reference
again totaled over 5000 with 959 retained as of Librarian, cataloged the bulk of visual media titles
june 30, 20l 3. The number of original cataloging and does all of the original cataloging records for
records contributed to the Worldcat database RISD Masters theses. Ellie is the library liaison to
increased considerably, rising to 572 compared to the Ceramics, Furniture, and History, Philosophy
403 the previous year. & Social Sciences departments. Ellie served on a
Robert Garzillo, Technical Services faculty search committee for the Ceramics
Librarian cataloged the library’s rst individual e- department. She also took part in the Faculty
book purchases, as opposed to e-book titles the Congress, “The Meaning of Research." Ellie
library acquires via subscription as in the EBSCO continued her service on the Steering Committee.
Academic e-Book Collection. So far the nine e- She attended the Rhode Island Ofce of Library &
book titles are all in the architecture subject area, information Services meeting “Protecting the Past"
and most are either titles we already have in the on conservation and disaster planning and the
collection with paper copies or have earlier annual HELIN Conference. Ellie serves as the
editions in paper copies. The Director of Library ARLIS/NA webpage news liaison for the Art &
Services will be monitoring and comparing Design School Division. Ellie exhibited work in the
circulation statistics of these titles to ascertain annual library staff art exhibition.
how successful the e-book format is with our Marc Calhoun, Senior Technical Services
students and to see how we will be increasing our Assistant, completed the cataloging of the large gift
collection in e-book format. Another rst for the of books from the RISD Store. Marc taught six of
library’s catalog was the appearance of the Art History I02 library instruction classes
bibliographic records with RDA (Resource during Ellie’s absence this past spring. He also
Description and Access) cataloging standards. served as library liaison for two Foundation
During the sabbatical of one of the courses on artists’ books. Marc continues to
reference librarians Robert assisted with prepare cataloging records for DVDs which are
maintenance of forwarding tables for the library’s being created in-house by digitizing library VHS
online resources. He continued working with titles.
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Susan Gifford, Technical Services > Targeted development in the DVD
Assistant in Cataloging, attended the RISD life collection
safety day workshop this pastjune and often > Grant-funded symposium on materials
represents the department at RISD Staff Council education and research that assembled nearly one
meetings. She again provided back-up support for hundred speakers, participants, and attendees
the circulation department during staff absences.
Susan exhibited work in and helped plan and install DVD Collection
the annual library staff art exhibition. The DVD Collection saw an addition of
Elaine Robinson, Senior Library 695 titles, an increase of 53% over the previous
Acquisitions Assistant, mentored library staff year’s number of acquisitions. The allocated
member Alecia Underhill, Picture Collection budget and additional funds at year-end allowed
Supervisor, in the use and tracking of a library for the fulllment of l7l faculty requests and to
credit card during the past year. Elaine had an revisit the desiderata list and acquire those
article on the restoration of the Great Friends outstanding titles.
Meeting House in Newport, Rhode Island The library received DVDs purchased and
published in the spring 20| 3 issue of Newport screened by the RISD Museum and Ofce of
History, bulletin of the Newport Historical Student Life.
Society. The DVD collection beneted from
targeted collection development in areas of
Robert Garzillo independent cinema, cult classics, hallmarks of
Technical Services Librarian American cinema, and documentaries, with titles
August 2Ol3 focused on ethnic, cultural, and racial minorities,
gender, science, history, globalization, and the
Visual + Material Resources 20l2/I3 environment including nature and food ecologies
The replacement of VHS videotape
The 20l 2- I 3 academic year has been a holdings began as a regular part of library
period of momentous change and achievement for workow: 295 VHS tapes were digitally captured,
the Visual Resources Department in the Fleet encoded, and published in-house on DVD, creating
Library at Rhode Island School of Design. Changes one terabyte of video les that could form the
and developments that had been envisioned over basis of a streaming video collection.
the past decade came to fruition to the benet of
the RISD community and without disruption in Material Resource Center
services. Hallmarks of achievement this past year The MRC received two grants and
include the Visual Resources Department continued a partnership during the year covered
receiving two grants in excess of $ I 75,000, with by this report.
institutional support raising that amount to The Champlin Foundation granted
$250,000. $ I 30,000 for the renovation of the hallway and
Among the noteworthy accomplishments and former slide collection. The project began in june
initiatives: 20l 2 and concluded in August. The project
> Grant- and institution-funded renovation of created approximately 2,500 square feet of highly
the former slide collection to become the exible space to accommodate class visits and
new Graham Visual + Material Resource campus events such as Freshman Orientation.
Center The Institute of Museum and Library
> Focused and sophisticated growth in the Services (IMLS) awarded a Leadership Grant in the
Material Resource Center collection amount of $50,000 for an international forum that
> MRC site of over sixty discreet space was held june 6-8, 20l 3. This unprecedented
reservations (classes and campus- and library- event will go far to foster communications and
related events) shared resources for the design materials
> Weeding and dispossession of two-thirds and community through the event's White Paper and
relocation of remaining one-third of Slide nal report.
Collection The partnership with Harvard
> Decision to switch digital image presentation University’s Graduate School of Design continues
system to ARTstor's Shared Shelf platform the goal to create a data environment for
during the coming year materials that is shareable and serves as a model
> Digital conversion of VHS videotapes to for materials collections at large; to date: a
Digital Video Disk (DVD) metadata schema has been created and rened to
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near completion, a memorandum of understanding The MRC circulated 2296 materials (970
has been drafted, and a Rhode lsland-based rm the year before and 275 two years ago) to 762
has been identied for backend database patrons (I59 the year before and 64 two years
development. ago).
The MRC was the site for the graduate The MRC was reserved with 67 discreet
student-organized exhibition of student-made bookings for events and meetings: l7 campus-
materials, Material + Process, that was the related for alumni, student, and outside groups; 2|
recipient of a grant via RlSD’s pilot Academic for library meetings and seminars; and 29 for
Commons Program. academic gatherings based on divisions and
The MRC continued its subscription to departments.
Active Matter from Material Connexion whereby a
quarterly shipment of fteen innovative materials Picture Collection
is added to the permanent collection. These items, Signicant projects for the Picture Collection
along with the lnventables donation, are the included the addition of all art le headings in the
highest circulating materials in the collection. online catalog and preparing hundreds of scanned
The MRC received two donations of images and catalog records for an online collection
materials from an alumnus designer in Boston and of Golden Age Illustrators.
from a local design rm that is downsizing its - Number of dipping; be;-revved; 39,050 three
operations; these sizable donations have not yet years ago, 38,527 two years ago, 34,942 one
been counted but tOt21| fOI'ty boxes. The MRC also year ago, and 25,282 currently
received a dozen large boxes of leather samples . Number of f°|derS checked out; 7,362 three
f"°m the DePa"tme"t °f APPa"e| De5i8"- years ago, 7,643 two year ago, 6,629 one year
With graduate student assistance, the ago, and 5,035 currendy
MRC continued to research materials literature, . Number of patrons who checked out
blog websites, and other materials collections to mate,-ia|S; 2,030 three Years age’ 2,038 two
actively acquire material samples in order to build Years ago, L763 one year age, and L545
a critical mass of interest, spark inquiry, and curreny
ehe°“ra3e tehversatiehs with_ahd tum" ° Number of visitors who used the collection
request5—tt°m °ther ihterested faculty °h but did not circulate items: 3,967 three years
campus. Acquisitions through these outlets ago, 3,956 two Years ago’ 3,695 one year ago,
resulted in 320% increase to the collection totals and 3’|8| current”
from the Previeus Year‘ The Picture Collection was the site of three
Based °h the "early hhal Versieh °t the events: a meeting of the College Hill Librarians
Material Classication Protocol used in the GSD- group_ a corporate partnership meeting with
RED Pr_°leet* the Mhc re°tgahi_Zed its e°“eeti°h LifeSpan Laboratories, and a luncheon for
ah Stet'5t'e5 a|ee_°rd'hg|7' H'5t°r'e and eurreht prospective graduate students in the Department
e° eet'°h teta 5' of Architecture.
2009- 20l0- 20| l- 20l2-
20th 20' | zen 20'3 Slide and Digital Image Collections
Metat 5| '25 453 738 The weeding and dispossession of the
Glass | | 39 424 697 35mm analog slide collection became a top
W°°d 705 |O22 |6| 3 2'73 priority with the VRC renovation schedule rmly
C0mPOSit8S 22 436 established. This was not a new policy but a years-
Tiling I690 I882 54l 762 old one that had to be accelerated in terms of
Textiles I246 I649 59l9 8739 dedication of staff hours. Fortunately, the slides
Paint 463 463 4l03 4480 themselves had markings that detailed their
Plastics 87 l76 circulation rates, which aided in shrinking the
Mineral 723 | | |9 collection. The slide collection is now stored in
Carpet 369 420 the library basement at approximately one-third
B;e_ 375 |533 the size before the renovation, consisting of
composite unique and high-quality materials.
p°|),mer-S 3572 5532 Slide circulation numbers plummeted:
l0,|77 in 2008-2009, 5,084 in 2009-20l0, 3,639
Tota| | fOF | |, S|lC|€S fOl' | 2, and ZGFO
slides for the past year as none were expected to
be returned.
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Digital image cataloging: 2,899 images - Qxfgrd Art Qnline; | |_000
(2,968 and 3,74l previously) from I04 orders (9l 0 visuai Arts Data Se,-vice; |()()’()()Q
and I03 previously) requested by 23 faculty (I7
and 32 P"eVl°“5IY)- Library Digitization Activities
The RISD Digital Image Database (RDID) Number of library digital collections (previous
now has 650 registered users, compared to 695 year / current year)
the previous year and 563 two years ago. e Architecture; |32 / |32 items
COCHIS fOI' IOCHIIY pf'OdUC€d e Archives: y items
collections (total 22’|5o): ' Materials: 990 / 990 items
' Visual Resources Library: l8,88l _ Nature Lab: '65) '65 items
. A'-chiVeS'R|SD Posters: 360 ' Reader Services: 98l /98l items
' A"'$“' B°°"‘i 5 ' 7 - Special Collections: 2,767 / 2,852 items
' Dm"’= P""‘ C°"‘*“'°"‘ 538 - Visual Resources: 42,4l I /47,579 items
' john Hendrix English Gothic Collection: 639
' I-°eb Deslg" Sclemei I63 Equipment purchases include a large atscreen
° Mamlal ReP"e5e"tatI°"3 I30 monitor with attached Mac Mini with AirPIay
' Raid the |Ceb0XI 28 networking for wireless presentation via iPhone
' RISD Buildings and Open Spaces: 359 and iPad in the newly created instruction space. As
~ RISD Faculty Gallery; 2| l a companion to the installed monitor, a ProScope
0 R|5D pubne Ce||eetien; 93 was purchased to allow for high-resolution
0 R|5D Student Gallery; 90 microscopic viewing of materials.
' Ruth Laxson Artist Book Archive: l4l Staff Accomplishments
RD") totais for remoteiy Shared Visual Material Resource Librarian Mark
couections (tom 52|,325): Pompelia organized and moderated a visual studies
, Art hneees for Ceueee Teaching: 2.900 session at the.Southeast College Art Conference;
Beetles end Leaders of the Chm War: I06 continued as liaison from the Visual Resources
, _ Association to the College Art Association and
' English Architecture: 648 . . .
organized the VRA-sponsored session at CAA in
° Historic Art and Architecture Illustrations: New York City; attended the North American
29_7 Material Education Symposium in Philadelphia;
' H'St°r'c P°sters (|880'|9|8): I62 presented a paper on facilities redesign and
' niaedeiieop Art C;lle1ction:el,|(:,3f22 organized and moderated a session on visual
' maa 9 C a"8e3 i literacy at VRA in Providence, where he also
' Teiel Civil War CHITOOHSI 55 served as local arrangements chair and organized
and delivered remarks on a successful nomination
Several hundred records in RDID existed for the VRA Distinguished Service Award; chaired
without corresponding images and those Missing the Materials Special Interest Group at ARLIS/NA
Image el'FOF$ Were FeCtie¢I- in Pasadena; and served the school as chair of the
VRC staff provided training in the use of Faculty Nominating Committee,
ARTstor, RDID, scanning, PDF creation, and social Digital Imaging & Cataloging Specialist
media I0 I3 faCUItY (20 and I7 the PI‘eVl0US )'eaFS)- janet Grewer and Picture Collection Supervisor
The Visual Resourtes Librarian provided Alecia Underhill both participated in the annual
VHS digitization training to a library science Library Staff Art Exhibit VRC Assistant Anne
inteFn$ in Al'ChiVe$- Butler improved the circulation of materials and
volunteered to staff the annual Libra Book Sale
Library Image Subscriptions (total: during RISD By Design Weekend. ry
5.365,000—a 24% increase over the previous year
and 4l% increase from two years ago) Mark Pompelia
' Art Museum Image Gallery: l6S,000 Visual + Material Resource Librarian
- ARTstor: l,500,000 August 20l3
' Berg Fashion Library: 7,000
' Bridgeman Education: 530,000
' Britannica lmageQuest: 3,000,000
' Cinema Image Gallery: 2l7,000
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Digital image cataloging: 2,899 images - Oxford Art Qnlino; I |,00()
(2,968 and 3,74l previously) from I04 orders (9l 0 visuai Arts Data Se,-vice; |()(),QQ()
and I03 previously) requested by 23 faculty (I7
and 32 P"eVi°"5iY)- Library Digitization Activities
The R|5D Digital image Database (RD|D) Number of library digital collections (previous
now has 650 registered users, compared to 695 year / cur,-em year)
the previous year and 563 two years ago. 0 Architecture; |32/ |32 items
collectiojstzgtzfgazlsl;°(5_'°¢a"Y P"°<l"¢°d - Archives: 3,663 / 3,730 items
° Visual Resources Library: l8,88l _ SZtE:::|Ei??;59/9?;§ei::mS
' A'°'“"e"R'5D P°S“*"‘ 36° - Reader Services: 98| /98! items
3 Artists’ Books: 5'7 ' Special Collections: 2,767 / 2,852 items
' Dame Print C°"e“‘°"‘ 538 - Visual Resources: 42,4I I /47,579 items
' john Hendrix English Gothic Collection: 639
' i-°eb Design saiencei '63 Equipment purchases include a large atscreen
° Manual RaP"e5entati°n5 '30 monitor with attached Mac Mini with AirPlay
° Raid the Icebox: 28 networking for wireless presentation via iPhone
' RISD Buildings and Open Spaces: 359 and iPad in the newly created instruction space. As
' RISD Faculty Gallery: 2| I a companion to the installed monitor, a ProScope
0 R|5D pubiie Ceiieetien; 93 was purchased to allow for high-resolution
0 R|5D Student Ga||ery; 90 microscopic viewing of materials.
' Ruth Laxson Artist Book Archive: l4l Staff Accomplishments
RD") toms for remoteb, shared Visual Material Resource Librarian Mark
couections (tom 52|’325). Pompelia organized and moderated a visual studies
_ Art Wages for Conege Teaching: 2,900 session at the.Southeast College Art Conference;
Bates and Leaders of the Civil War: I06 continued as liaison from the Visual Resources
_ , Association to the College Art Association and
0 Enghsh Archmecture: 648 organized the VRA-sponsored session at CAA in
' ;'l9|;tOi‘IC Art and Architecture Illustrations. New York City; attended the North American
Material Education Symposium in Philadelphia;
' H'st°r'c P°sterS (|88o'|9|8): '62 presented a paper on facilities redesign and
' Madi5°n Ant C°iie¢ti°n3 L035 organized and moderated a session on visual
' NASA image exchange? 5 i 6- i 22 literacy at VRA in Providence, where he also
° Tenniei Civil War C8Ft00nSI 55 served as local arrangements chair and organized
and delivered remarks on a successful nomination
Several hundred records in RDID existed for the VRA Distinguished Service Award; chaired
Without C0l‘FesPOn<Iiing images and those Missing the Materials Special Interest Group at ARLIS/NA
image el‘F0l‘s Were I‘eC€ied- in Pasadena; and served the school as chair of the
VRC staff provided training in the use of F3(;u|ty Nominating Committee,
ARTstor, RDID, scanning, PDF creation, and social Digital Imaging & Cataloging Specialist
media to I3 faculty (20 and I7 the previous years). janet Grewer and Picture Collection Supervisor
The Visual Resources Librarian provided Alecia Underhill both participated in the annual
VHS digitization training to a library science Library Staff Art Exhibit. VRC Assistant Anne
interns in AI'ChiVes- Butler improved the circulation of materials and
volunteered to staff the annual Library Book Sale
Library Image Subscriptions (total: during RISD By Design Weekend.
5,365,000—a 24% increase over the previous year
and 4l% increase from two years ago) Mark Pompelia
' Art Museum Image Gallery: I65,000 Visual + Material Resource Librarian
- ARTs-tor: l.500,000 August 20l3
' Berg Fashion Library: 7,000
° Bridgeman Education: 530,000
° Britannica lmageQuest: 3,000,000
' Cinema Image Gallery: 2l7,000
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SELECTED DONORS of Books, Periodicals, DVDs & Other Things
jan Baker Leonard Newcomb
Mr & Mrs Rutgers Barclay Ann Ott
Elizabeth Congdon Mark Pompelia
Cotsen Foundation for Acad Res Kelly Puig
Robert Emlen RISD Media Ofce
Gina Federico RISD Museum
Frank Feldman RISD President's Ofce
Tim Finn Yuriko Saito
Mr & Mrs Robert Galkin Peter Sentkowski
jane lngle [Haynes] Francesco Spampinato
Jeffrey Katz Martha Swetzoff
Christine Kermaire Daniel Teoli, jr.
Ruth Laxson Todd Verow
Milton Leitenberg Laurie Whitehill Chong
LIBRARY STAFF
Ariel Bordeaux Special Collections Assistant
Anne Butler Visual Resource Center Assistant
Marc Calhoun Sr. Library Assistant, Technical Services
Claudia Covert Readers’ Services Librarian
Douglas Doe Associate Archivist
john Gambino Sr. Library Assistant/Circulation + Reserves
Robert Garzillo Technical Services Librarian
Gail Geisser Circulation Manager
Susan Gifford Technical Assistant, Cataloging
janet Grewer Digital Imaging & Cataloging Specialist
Andrew Martinez Archivist
Stephen McCaughey Circulation Supervisor/Serials
Elinor Nacheman Catalog/Reference Librarian
Ellen Petraits Research & Instruction Librarian (on sabbatical)
Mark Pompelia Visual + Material Resources Librarian
Elaine Robinson Sr. Library Assistant, Acquisitions
Mark Sweeney Circulation Supervisor/Stacks
Carol Terry Director of Library Services
Alecia Underhill Supervisor, Picture Collection
Laurie Whitehill Chong Special Collections Librarian
james Austin Reference Librarian (temporary)
Anne Bulin Technical Support (OIT Staff)
William Doughty Archives Intern/Volunteer
Rachel Stamp Archives volunteer
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